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Functionality

1. Managing medical records (patient files) and administrative records (emergency records, archives from Human Resources, 

Accounting, Real Estate Department etc.) in a flexible, secure and centrally controlled manner. 

2. Managing requests for access to medical records

Ariane Healthcare enables to follow up external demands made by patients or someone legally competent, while respecting the time constraints, 
supporting documents and other issues related to this procedure.

3. Digitization of patient files

Ariane Healthcare enables to dematerialize patient records and displays the result of this digitization in the module E-record.

4. Possibility to relate patient appointments with the relative patient files

Appointment details and patient data are automatically extracted from Appointment scheduling program (ex. DxCare Planning, PDR Maincare, 
Easily Planning etc.), so that the relative patient files could easily be found and requested from the Archives service.

1 Creation and modification 
of files in the system by 
administrative services

2 Transfer of files to 
the Archives

3 Consultation requests made by 
administrative services to get files 
before a required date

4 Quick localization of required files in 
the storage rooms and their delivery 
to the services of a hospital
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Why choose ARIANE Healthcare ?

OUR STRENGTHS

Trace-ability of patient and administrative records

Trace-ability is reached through the use of data terminals and 
barcodes to identify and track files.

ARIANE Healthcare also enables to track consultation history 
(when and where records were transferred).

Application integrated into Hospital information 
system

Via its connectors and the use of standards for transfer of 
clinical and administrative data HL7, Ariane Healthcare can 
communicate with different software applications 
of Appointment scheduling, such as DxCare Planning, PDR 
Maincare, Easily Planning and many others.
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ARIANE Healthcare - Clients
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ESTONIA – TALLINN

Narva mnt 5, 10117 Tallinn

FRANCE - PARIS

27 rue des Bergers, 75015 Paris

ISRAEL - JERUSALEM

Yad Harutsim Street 10, 9346934 Jerusalem

CONTACT US

Phone: +33 1 85 085 185
Fax: +33 1 83 62 79 57
E-mail: info@amig.fr
Web: www.amig.fr
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